On the bottom of it all, at least as we see it, we are all "Pagans". Our beliefs are not solely specific, and this will be explained as to why.

We adhere to the universal and oldest known system, which we have named Spiritual Satanism. We are as the SS, spiritually. In other words, so long you are a Gentile, you want to uphold universal Truths, and adhere to them, while fighting the spiritual enemy from the highest level, with the highest knowledge, and with the highest stakes, you are welcome to join our ranks and our spiritual school so to say.

We accept all Gentiles, but we accept no jews. Within the ranks, we are aware of our racial past, our racial roots, and we uphold them directly, and indirectly by adhering to the Universal System which we call Spiritual Satanism. We see this system as it were, and have went, under many different names, which eventually became what we mistakenly call "Paganism" today. The Ancients understood the very same thing, so they never fought any religious wars with one another, and always made spiritual alliances.

However what was common in the ruling class and those at the top, they understood the importance of the spiritual mysteries, the upholding of the highest spiritual knowledge, and they also understood its eternity and also how it comes into different colors through the ages. This is why the systems, the legends, and all of these internal knowledges did overlap, ultimately showing ONE, TRUTHFUL system. They changed, but the core remains the same.

All major civilizations of Arya in their peak, worked on the same central system. Names of deities changed, identities changed, even people changed, and these were adapted. The core system always remained one, and directly opposed to the jewish master system which equally revolves all the jewish poison mushrooms around it. They all get spawned from the same jewish seed, and in the same way, all healthy trees are blooming from our own central system.

Dionysus, Osiris, Bacchus, you name it, all account to the same thing, the same being, the same eternal allegory. Without jewish contamination. So long these are without jewish elements, and the bottom of these Eternal Truths are upheld, call them really as you see fit. We're fine.
There are many people on earth like European Pagans, Hindus and many others who uphold Truth to this day, in the respective color given to them by their culture. Unfortunately, there are corruptions and a certain degree of uselessness, or at least, inability to fight. These people let's look at them as the SA. The SA is mandatory for fighting at the home, the SS is the most powerful unit to maintain order in the home, but also is centralized at eradicating enemies from the external borders of the culture.

Do all the SA, the Wehrmacht, or others like the SS? Probably not. Do they understand their necessary purpose? They all do. Our life is devoted to the same struggle, and those who see this otherwise, will understand the wisdom to this statement. While the SA (lukewarm Pagans) handle domestic affairs, and while the Wehrmacht fight on the front, the job of the SS is to finish the job and crown ultimate victory and safety to our people. Those who disregard this effort are to be spat upon.

So long these are not infested with jews, and do not uselessly raise a fist against us, we are comrades, we are fine, and we are in good heart and friendship towards them, and there should NEVER be any bickering! If they bicker, LET THEM BICKER, for they are fools and unwise. The noble SS should know better.

The moment however 'people' do not recognize our effort, attack us, or subvert our message to pretend they are doing anything other than serving their respective 'color' (and in many ways uselessly so, or in retarded ways that get us nowhere), they need to remember that there will be retaliation, as infighting for our efforts should never be tolerated.

We serve the Sun, we don't serve individual colors only. This would be our demise at that point, for ALL OF US.

We are like the SS. We are radically focused, we work on the largest level, and we don't wait for any saviors. We are the unit of the devil. Those who do not have a stomach to stomach this, or are afraid, and those who spent decades not bringing down the enemy, even moving them, and ripping spiritually them as we do, are simply not in a position to talk.

The success of our spiritual warfare is UNDENIABLE: When we started systematic warfare years ago, THIS IS WHERE THE REAL "HELL" broke loose on the jews. Prior to this, there was nothing happening and there was ultimate subjugation of people. We honor and uphold all these other attempts by like-minded people to fight, and serve their purpose where they can and must: we are not meant to intrude in their business.
The SS (Spiritual Satanists) are to be a spiritual elite within all Gentile Races, upholding two banners. The banner of universal Truth (Which is Sanatana Dharma or Spiritual Satanism) and on the other hand, any momentary or earlier perspective that serves our people for the time being, within the same banner. Without the outer shell, protection of the inner and smaller culture can never happen.

Those who serve only one banner, wait for "Jesus Krishna" to save them, do zero damage to the enemy and provide zero help to our people to evolve, but only after they failed selling Rainbow alphabets (Yes, this is rent-a-goy). Such categories, we might also brand them as enemies if they fail to recognize, or attack our efforts which are important for all people in the world...

This is subversion, disrespect, aggression, and no different than what a jew would do.

So they should rather remain with their mouth shut and serve their purpose, whatever it is, instead. Because our efforts are completely focused on two things: Rising to the highest Truth and understanding, and fighting the enemy (both of which serve the world at large and our respective people) we will not waste time with shills unless absolutely necessary.

There is a defining line between us and the Pagans. If you pay attention, what today exists as "Paganism" is more of a live, and let be thing, with a few guides at the top. A few Pagans who follow their word, fight for decades. They are our allies, but we are different branches and levels. We seek the same thing, but our objective goes even further than a mere revival. We go for VICTORY.

There are however poisonous retards, misinforms, and other loudmouths which have done nothing, helped spiritually at nothing, and only seeded discord, later trying to raise their scrawny head after us have suffered, pulled the (((viper))) from the hole, and fought the enemy with the sacrifice our souls and spiritual energy, time and consciousness.

Which ironically, they exist only because 'radical' and other people like us have went into the fire to fight, while them come around and try to uselessly use this sacrifice to fill their foolish vanity. These people are to be blotted out by anyone who really fights the struggle. They are the scum of the earth.

It goes that way -> Atheist -> Flirting Pagan -> Full blown Pagan -> Practicing Pagans who uphold moral laws -> Militant/Spiritual Pagan -> Spiritual Satanist, being the last initiatory level.
They must therefore not wonder why we have the top-level knowledge, the aims to apply it, we carry out the purpose, and we work closely with the Gods than any of them. Unlike them who walk on eggshells, we are ready to fall into the fire and against all Jewish threats to fight them on their level.

There is also a final difference. This war would maybe carry with simply Pagans, but if we don't carry our full objective, this war will never be FINISHED. We are the beginning, the battering ram, and our aim is to be the enemy’s end on all levels.

SS- The Devil's Song

https://web.archive.org/web/20150510213329/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4CLfL-YkRs

When we march forward, the DEVIL SMILES ON US!

CURSE US OR HAIL US, WE ALWAYS GO FORWARD!

SIEG HEIL!!!
HAIL SATAN!!!!
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